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Training on the Cutting Edge
Spring 2004 / Focus

by Zachary Dobbins, Heidi Juel, Sue Mendelsohn, Roger Rouland, and Eliana
Schonberg.
Innovative training at work in writing centers across the country.
Writing center consultants are leading busier and busier lives. As writing
centers become standard fixtures in schools and communities, consultants are
expected to enact educational, legislative and corporate change. However, while
the demands on us are increasing, so are the tools we have at our disposal.
Today’s writing center consultant is presented with a smorgasbord of training
alternatives both within our own centers and online. Tried and true training
approaches are still with us–classes, workshops, staff meetings, role-playing,
observations, and mentoring–but they are increasingly supplemented by these
new possibilities.
In this article, we’ll look at the spectrum of new training options and introduce
you to centers that have found solutions that work. In our research, we found
most efforts toward change are frequently undertaken at the local level by
individual writing center directors. We are offering a call to bring training issues
to the larger writing center community so that instead of simply reacting to
social changes imposed on us from outside, we can act in concert to consciously
shape the changes occuring.
New Demands
Changes in writing culture are spurring changes in our profession. The most
obvious development is the proliferation of new technologies for writers. An
increased technological presence requires that consultants now consult online,
build Web sites, or sit down in-person with writers to demonstrate electronic
research methods. Beyond technological advances, however, there are changes
at work in academia. No longer is the writing center the sole domain of English
or composition programs. As writing across the curriculum and writing within
the disciplines programs grow, discipline-specific expertise is also becoming
more of an asset among consultants. With a renewed interest in improving
diversity in higher education, some centers are re-thinking ways to enhance
diversity within the writing center itself. Pressure to change not only stems
from within the institution, however. Increased use of state-mandated
standardized testing for high school and college writing requires some writing
centers to focus on externally determined benchmarks.
These external pressures are themselves partially sparked by changes in the
working world: as corporate payrolls shrink, professionals no longer have the
luxury of employing assistants to do their writing for them, and writing centers
and educational institutions are striving to train professionals to respond to this
reality. Corporate culture is also encouraging more group work, so writers must
learn team-writing skills. Likewise, modes of corporate communication are

broadening, and writing consultants must now be experts on everything from
document design to email etiquette. From the classroom to the boardroom,
changes in writing culture are compelling writing consultants to prepare writers
to meet new demands. But how will the consultants themselves prepare for this
new challenge?
More to Learn
The scope of writing center training has broadened as trainers focus on
preparing consultants to help writers negotiate shifts in academic and
workplace cultures. Students and professionals are increasingly expected to be
well-versed in responding to diversity. And writing center directors are
responding by incorporating fresh critical approaches into consultant training.
The increased awareness of diversity issues in higher education has led
the Roth Writing Center at Connecticut College to integrate critical social
theory into its training. This theoretical approach helps tutors at the
predominately white college broaden their awareness of difference.
“What we hope to do by training our students about the politics of race,
gender, sexuality, and class is to sensitize them to some of the issues
that may come up in tutoring sessions,” says Dr. Andrea Rossi, Roth
Center director. Training is still designed to help students at the Center
“in a standard, traditional way with writing in college; however, we are
also training [tutors] to approach tutoring in a more open-minded,
informed, and sensitized way that will help them to better understand
their tutees, their tutees' papers, and ultimately themselves and their
own writing and teaching,” says Rossi.
The Kent State University-Stark Campus Writing Center also recognizes
that student writing itself often involves “confronting and negotiating
difference,” says Center Director Jay Sloan. Like the training at the Roth
Writing Center, that at Kent State-Stark is designed to broaden
consultants’ awareness. “Most of the current scholarship on writing
center pedagogy positions writing centers as ‘comfort zones’, " says
Sloan. “As both a composition teacher and a writing center director,
however, I have been worried that such an emphasis often simply evades
more contested writing spaces.” Instead, the KSUSC staff trains using a
“contact zone” approach. (For more information on Sloan’s work on
“contact zones,” please see his article
.
Trainers are also re-thinking ways to meet the needs of a media savvy writing
population. For instance, writers today have greater contact with and
knowledge of fields such as visual rhetoric, and writing center training is
expanding to accommodate them.
The Ball State University Writing Center has begun training its
consultants to work with the visual components of texts, such as
document design, format, and layout. Dr. Jackie Grutsch McKinney, BSU
Writing Center director, argues that visual rhetoric is an area that
traditional training sources have neglected. “I don't think I'm breaking
ground with my methodology here, but [the training is addressing] a
topic I haven't seen in any of the tutor training books. I think it's
increasingly more important as how we create documents changes to
help writers negotiate [visual rhetoric issues].”

New Collaborators
Email. Online chats. Cell phones. PDAs. Blogs. MOOs. Communication
technology is making collaboration easier than ever before, changing the ways
people connect in the workplace. This has two consequences for writing
consultant training. First, the collaborative methods that writing consultants
have been practicing for decades are now considered valuable in a wide range
of professional settings: our skills are in demand. As a result, it is no longer
just the faculty writing gurus and the most stellar student writers who are
becoming writing consultants; more community volunteers, developing writers,
and high school students are asking to be trained. Second, centers are closer
than ever to one another, geographically and technologically. The prevalence of
writing centers allows for greater collaboration among consultant trainers,
many of whom can now take their staffs on training-related field trips to other
nearby centers; technological advances also allow writing center trainers to
engage in a fluid and affordable exchange of ideas across great distances via
email and the Internet.
By joining forces in an innovative tutor exchange program, Duke
University and the University of North Carolina have bridged geography
and methodology to build a more expansive writing center community.
The exchange program begins with consultants from both universities
together attending training workshops. Then the consultants “trade
places”: first by visiting the other’s university and second by then
becoming, for the day, a consultee rather than a consultant. Vicki
Russell, director of Duke’s Writing Studio, describes the program’s
multiple goals. “This collaboration has helped tutors understand a
tutoring world outside their own and helped them empathize with
students who come to talk about their writing with someone who is
usually a stranger.” Duke Writing Studio Consultant Mandakini Dubey
explains that “the trip to the UNC center made me a little more aware of
our own relative institutional privilege,” adding that the “UNC writing
center . . . offers a different variety of tutoring practices.” In these ways,
“by fostering a reflective and theoretically informed environment . . .
[the exchange] encourages us to think about our tutorial approaches and
reconsider how they relate to the specific context of our home
institution."
The exchange program has other advantages, too. Russell says that this
“collaborative model is particularly important in a tight budget climate. It
offers writing centers within close geographic proximity an opportunity to
create their own mini organization and share resources.” Another key
feature of the exchange program is that the training is ongoing, even
recursive. Russell explains: “Our collaboration has extended beyond this
exchange to social events together; workshops funded by the Robertson
Foundation, which fosters collaborative work between Duke and UNCLE;
joint presentations at professional conferences; and the like.” It is its
community-building vision that makes this consultant training program
especially innovative. The exchange program, Russell concludes, “seems
to be an excellent way to help us appreciate the fact we are part of a
much larger writing center community, one with similar but not identical
goals and practices.”
Consultant trainers are also finding that they don’t always have to look off
campus to shake up their training practices. Conventional boundaries for who

receives training and who offers it are also expanding.
A tenet of writing center practice is that it makes consultants better
teachers and better writers. Centers at New School University and the
Washington State University are exploring the potential of this notion by
broadening the populations that receive their training. The New School
University Writing Center has opened up its consultant training program
to all graduate students and faculty members on campus, not just those
employed by the writing center. Director Roban Torosyan opened his
program in order to “encourage a growing culture of teaching and
learning at the university, to help along wider discussions of practical
methods and theoretical approaches to helping people learn.” The
Washington State Writing Center offers two courses for developing
writers. For their panel at the IWCA-NCPTW Conference, Washington
State Writing Center Staff, Theresa Ireton, Lisa Johnson, and Karen
Weathermon used the metaphor of the ouroboros, the dragon that bites
its own tail, to capture the learning-teaching symbiosis.
Increasingly, breaking ground in how writing centers train involves the
recognition that some of the better tutor trainers are consultants
themselves. In fact, some writing center directors like Paula Gillespie of
Marquette University suggest that directors are the last people who
should train in certain areas. “I figured [out] long ago that if I teach the
section on grammar, it would be deadly. But lots of the tutors-in-training
are education majors, and many are creative and fun-loving, so they
have invented innovative ways to get the grammar lesson across.” One
such response to grammar training last year, says Gillepsie, was an
interactive event in which tutors performed as parts of speech in a play
they designed. The play was so successful that Gillespie recorded it for
use in future training sessions.
So whether training takes the form of a listserv or the transplanting of a
consultant from his or her comfort zone to an unfamiliar setting, it promotes
wider participation, which is not just a quantitative improvement but a
qualitative one. Writing centers are inviting more people into the writing center
community, bringing new perspectives and challenging existing ones.
How Technology Fits
At first glance it would be easy to mistake many writing centers for computer
labs; the pervasiveness of computing technology is allowing writing consultants
to be free agents in their training in ways they never could before. In the past,
consultants’ training was limited to whatever books and training programs their
writing centers provided. Now many centers post their training resources on the
Web. (See “Get Online with Training”
in this issue of Praxis for more information.)
The University of Richmond Writing Center and the Dartmouth
College Composition Center each host Web sites that feature videos of
mock consultations and discussion questions. Visitors to their sites can
watch people act out challenging situations that commonly come up
during consultations. The University of Texas at Austin Undergraduate
Writing Center makes available to its staff an online video archive of its
training workshops and several actual consultations. Since the logistics of
observing consultations are difficult for its large staff, the videos help

expose their consultants to real consultations during their training. The
International Writing Centers Association Web site also lists links to
seven centers’ consultant handbooks. With the click of a mouse
consultants can experience diverse training resources developed by
centers thousands of miles away.
In addition, listservs, bulletin boards, and blogs are opening the way for
consultants everywhere to discuss professional issues outside of more official
channels, offering space for exploration and dissent. Despite the possibilities
they open up, however, these resources, have yet to attract broad participation
nationally and internationally.
PeerCentered is a blog for writing consultants. The message board in
The Dangling Modifier, an e-newsletter for writing consultants, and the
peer tutors discussion forum on the IWCA Web site also offer forums
for discussion. While WCenter, a listserv used mostly by writing center
administrators, hosts lively exchanges, no corollary listserv for
consultants has yet been established.
Although more free-form ways of training consultants through technology are
still finding their audiences, a number of writing center directors are choosing
to use Web site training resources like Tutor.edu as one component of their
training programs. Directors appreciate the flexibility and cost efficiency of the
Web.
Tutor.edu is an online training manual developed by Montreat College,
Milligan College, King College, Mars Hill College, and Carson-Newman
College with grant funding from the Appalachian College Association.
Katie Vande Brake of King College explains that the five colleges needed
to improve consultant training in their centers and saw Tutor.edu as a
solution that would be both time efficient and inexpensive for small
schools. “All of us had regular teaching loads in addition to supervising
the writing center. So, Tutor.edu was designed with faculty like us in
mind. . . . Money for writing center projects was also a problem for all
our schools; textbooks cost money, but the Web is free.” As Virginia
Bower, director of the Mars Hill College Writing Center, describes, “the
benefits of using the on-line manual are many: tutors can make use of it
from any Internet-accessed computer. Many times I'll assign a particular
module for my tutors and designate one tutor to lead a discussion on it.
Another advantage is that the manual can be updated/revised at any
time at very little expense (unlike a book).” Betty Sue James, director of
the Writing Center at Montreat College, agrees that the main benefits to
the online tutor manual from her tutors’ perspectives are its accessibility,
availability, and convenience. Although it was originally designed to meet
local needs, Tutor.edu now serves as a training resource for centers
across the world. Kim McMurtry, former director of Montreat College
Writing Center, reports that centers ranging from Maple Woods
Community College in Missouri to Massey University in New Zealand have
used the site to train their consultants.
While computer-based training activities cannot teach people skills as
effectively as observations, staff meetings, and the like, they make
collaborative training easier than ever before. And Internet training resources
have the potential to give consultants more control over their own professional
development.

Training Enacts Change
Why should a writing consultant in, say, Bulgaria care about the ways
consultants in a writing lab in Appalachia are training? Consultant training
trends reflect the contemporary institutional and social pressures on writing
centers and writers. These are decidedly not local concerns. Training tacitly
asks us to enact a set of values and theories and by understanding how our
colleagues in other centers train, we make those ideas explicit. Consultants
learn how the writing center world is interacting with the worlds of politics,
business, economics, and so on. We become conscious practitioners who
understand–and thus have the power to interrogate and shape–the values and
theories we are trained to perform in our work with writers.
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Jay Sloan
Like many universities, Kent State University’s Stark campus has taken
“embracing diversity” as one of its primary initiatives. According to our mission
statement, we seek “to prepare students to think and act in a worldwide
context of many races, cultures, and political systems.” This is particularly
challenging at a regional campus like Stark. Unlike the very large, very diverse
central Kent campus, less than 8% of Stark’s students are minorities. The
majority of our students come from local, rural, largely monocultural
communities. And for this reason some Stark instructors utilize “contact zone”
pedagogies to engage students in multicultural thinking that lies beyond our
students’ experiences.
In her 1991 essay, “The Art of the Contact Zone,” Mary Louise Pratt defines
contact zones as “social spaces where disparate cultures meet, clash, and
grapple with each other" (34). And, Pratt argues, classrooms can be utilized as
such social spaces, since through "exercises in storytelling and in identifying
with the ideas, interests, histories, and attitudes of others,” the contact zone
classroom requires that divergent voices and viewpoints be heard and engaged
(40).
In fall 2003, I developed a collaborative project between my English I
(freshman composition) course and the Stark Writing Center, which I also

direct. The course asked students to read and discuss a wide range of readings
relating to issues of difference and personal/cultural identity and then to
negotiate some of those same issues in their own writing. At the same time, I
introduced Writing Center tutors to the goals and methods of contact zone
teaching, the English I readings, and the course writing assignments. We
discussed the exploratory, open-ended writing that contact zone approaches try
to elicit and contrasted those with the closed-form kinds of argumentative
writing—inherently dismissive of other views and experiences—that seem to
come so naturally to freshmen writers.

The staff of the Kent State University Stark Writing Center
learned to work with writers in the “contact zone.”
Tutors were asked to assist students on two projects: 1) a reading portfolio
which targeted students’ abilities to read both accurately and fairly and 2) a
longer “race essay” in which students analyzed their own racial identities in
light of the opinions and experiences of at least two minority writers. Two
primary tutorial strategies were designed to complicate and deepen students’
experience of these assignments:
1. Initially, tutors would ask students to revisit and explain course texts,
helping to identify and correct any misreadings or misunderstandings.
2. Later, tutors would focus upon students’ abilities to describe and analyze
their own racial experiences. If descriptions were lacking, tutors would try to
activate more storytelling about the students’ backgrounds and encounters with
other races and cultures. If analysis were lacking, tutors would try sharing
stories of their own, describing how these incidents had impacted their own
thinking regarding race.
Tutors were asked to report on two issues: 1) students’ abilities to negotiate
“alien” cultural views and 2) the impact that attempting to “push” students into
deeper negotiations had upon their tutoring methods.
Tutor responses varied, depending on their clients’ willingness and abilities to
engage in multicultural thinking. One tutor noted, “I did not really need to push
[the student] very far–she pushed herself into the contact zone very well. . . .
Personally, I love the contact zone approach and did not find it difficult or
extremely different from what I would normally do.”

Another, however, noted concerns: “I recognize what you are trying to do . . . ,
but it is very challenging to attempt to do it here in the Writing Center. It's very
hard to politely challenge one's personally held views regarding a controversial
thing like race. My problem is that I want the writer's paper to remain their
property, under their control. . . . I don't want to influence them too much, but
on the other hand, I recognize that they may need . . . someone to help them
see a different point of view.”
As these comments reveal, bringing contact zone pedagogies into the writing
center raises important questions about our own sense of ethos: How do such
practices affect student “ownership” of their writing? What are the implications
for the non-directive tutorial methods we traditionally endorse? And ultimately,
where should we position the writing center in the face of institutional
mandates to “embrace diversity”?
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Jay Sloan is an assistant professor of English and director of the Writing
Center at Kent State University’s Stark Campus.
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Empowerment. Collaboration. Equality. More than many academic departments
and services, writing centers are driven by their values. As writing center
practitioners, we judge ourselves according to how we apply those values in
working with writers. Much writing center theory focuses on expressing,
developing, and interrogating such ideals and determining how they can be
best realized in practice. In our eagerness to serve the needs of writers or to
enter the theoretical conversation, however, we can skip over the most crucial
component of any writing center: the writing consultants themselves. Focusing
only on our services can confine values-based approaches to our clientele but
not our staff: writers may be empowered, collaborated with, and approached on
the level, but consultants may fall into a traditional student-teacher hierarchy.
At the opposite extreme, professionalizing consultants by having them discuss
and contribute to writing center theory may empower them as scholars but
reinforce the notion that the most valued work takes place not in the center
itself but in journals and academic conferences.
I make these observations as an administrator at a writing center (the
Undergraduate Writing Center at the University of Texas at Austin) that has
only recently started to reflect on its own training practice. The pressures of
conducting some ten thousand consultations a year in a space former director
Rosa Eberly fondly compared to that of a one-bedroom apartment focused our

attention on our clientele at the expense of our own staff. Although our
administrative group included two graduate students, other consultants were
largely excluded from having a say in their own training. Our undergraduate
consultants were more thoroughly trained than their graduate colleagues: other
than an orientation and observations at the beginning of the year, continuing
training for graduate students was limited to periodic all-staff meetings largely
dedicated to administrative business.

In our eagerness to serve the needs of writers or to enter the
theoretical conversation. . . we can skip over the most crucial
component of any writing center: the writing consultants
themselves.
Eventually an expanded space, a funding increase, and a larger staff allowed us
to pause and reflect. Making our training consistent with the values and
fundamental theories of writing consultation, we realized, required us to draw
more on the experience and knowledge of our staff. Rather than setting the
agenda for training entirely on our own, we needed to let consultants in on the
training process.
Doing so sent us searching for a way to approach training while avoiding the
pitfalls of casting our staff entirely as students or entirely as scholars. Peter
Vandenberg explains the dangers of either extreme. Approaching training as
teaching may place trainers and consultants alike in traditional, non-reflective
roles: "Our understanding of tutors as 'students' and our interaction with them
as 'education' may mask the ways they sometimes serve simply and without
reflection as extensions of values and desires written deeply into the institution,
into us" (60). Even when trainers attempt to professionalize consultants by
introducing them to writing center theory, Vandenberg argues, consultants can
"remain oddly suspended in this economy of production as the informed rather
than the informers" (64).
Empowering consultants to participate in the exchange of writing center theory
does not necessarily address their vocational interests inside and outside the
writing center, however. Like Vandeberg, Sue Denitz and Jean Kiedaisch present
consultants delivering conference papers as vindications of their efforts to
involve consultants in the development and interrogation of writing center
theory. This outward spiral to scholarly authority ends in the conference hall,
however, not the writing center and reinforces the equation of "authority with
authorship," as Vandenberg admits (71). Overvaluing theoretical exchange can
distract from the day-to-day business of helping student writers, however, and
ignore that part of consultants' investment in writing center work that is neither
as student nor scholar. Imposing the role of professional writing center theorist
on consultants may take them places they don't want to go.
Empowering consultants as both thinkers and professionals therefore requires a
balanced approach to training–balanced because it treats consultants as entire
people: doers who think, thinkers who put ideas into action, students seeking
jobs. Such training is best conducted in the same amphibious space as that of
writing consultation itself, connected to the classroom but taking place outside
of it. Extracurricular workshops that engage consultants in discussions of
writing center practice and draw on their own experiences and ideas enable
them to contribute to writing center theory without confining them to student
roles. Training sessions on topics ranging from particular consultation strategies
to writing in various disciplines can feature consultants as presenters as well as

participants. Like writers in a consultation, the consultants can thereby become
dynamic sources of knowledge rather than passive recipients. Workshops that
specifically relate writing center work to careers both inside and outside
academia address consultants' vocational concerns. In the process, consultants
can see the larger relevance of the work they do and realize how it can benefit
their academic and professional lives.

Overvaluing theoretical exchange can distract from the day-today business of helping student writers...
Like writing center theory itself, however, this vision of consultant training is
packed with ideals that do not always play out in practice.[1] Even letting staff
choose which workshops to attend will not prevent some consultants from
feeling forced to heed professional concerns that do not interest them. Just as
consultants themselves often cannot escape the role of teacher, writing center
trainers cannot always conduct training "on the level"; training implies a need
for additional knowledge, and in an intellectual culture the one who knows
supercedes the one who does not. And just as teachers often desire to make
students in their own image, trainers may find it hard to let consultants have
different interests and stakes in their writing center work.
Confronting these inconsistencies and adapting practices accordingly brings the
same kind of self-reflective process to training that we hope to instill in writers.
Like good writing, effective training takes multiple drafts and an openness to
others' feedback. By resisting the institutional urge to calcify practices,
administrators can respond fluidly to their own staffs' situations and ensure that
collaborative values permeate every aspect of the center's operation.
Notes
[1] My thanks to Joan Mullin for raising counterarguments to an earlier draft of
this article.
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How many times have you watched struggling students leave your writing
center and wondered how much they got out of the conference you just had
with them? It is hard to know. Even if they listened and paid attention, even if
they made all of the changes you suggested and successfully revised their
papers, did they really learn anything? Will their next papers be better for the
time you just spent with them? Does the training you receive translate into
better consultations for writers? These are evaluation questions. Evaluation is
perhaps the most elusive aspect of writing center work, and there are many
theories about how to do it, some too complicated and too abstract to be easily
implemented. Corporate America may have a simpler way to do evaluation.
Donald L. Kirkpatrick’s book, Evaluating Corporate Training Programs: The Four
Levels, provides us with a simple and straightforward model to evaluate the
work we do.
Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels
In 1959, Kirkpatrick, then on the faculty of the University of Wisconsin,
published a series of four articles that outlined a new schema for evaluating
corporate training, brilliant in its simplicity and universal applicability. Its
premise is simple: to be effective, training must work at different levels over a
span of time (Alliger and Janak 332-3). As a result, training must be measured
in several different ways and at several different points in time in order to
gauge its true value to the organization.

Kirkpatrick posited that in order to evaluate training programs, four
measurements must be taken: trainees’ experience of the training, either
positive or negative (reaction); knowledge and skills gained by the trainees
(learning); any improvements to the trainees’ job performance (behavior); and
impact on the organization itself, such as increased profit or productivity
(results). The chart below illustrates his four levels:
Four Levels of Evaluation
Level 1: Reaction
Did participants enjoy the training?
Level 2: Learning
What did participants learn?
Level 3: Behavior
Did participants apply what they learned to their jobs?
Level 4: Results
Did the training result in improved organizational performance?
(Kirkpatrick)
For example, if an organization is training its employees on a new software
program, level 1 evaluation would occur in the last moments of the training
when the instructor passes out a questionnaire designed to determine how well
the participants liked the training and the instructor. Deemed “smile sheets,”
these evaluations measure how enjoyable the training was for the participants
and whether they think it was worthwhile (Clementz 2). Predicated on the
premise that people can learn only in a positive environment, level 1
evaluations (reactions) are easy to obtain and are painless for participants
(Alliger and Janak 333).
Level 2 evaluations (learning) tell evaluators what participants learned. These
are tests over content given immediately after training. Level 2 can be either
pencil-and-paper tests or performance tests. A performance test might ask the
participants to create a chart or produce a diagram using the software. This
demonstrates that learning has taken place, that participants have acquired
new knowledge or skills as a result of the training.
Level 3 evaluations (behavior) measure how this training changed employees’
performance on the job. Measured by observations or interviews with
supervisors and employees, this examines employees’ behavior for trainingrelated changes (Burrow and Bernardinelli 3). The hypothetical example looks
at how often employees actually used the new software and whether they
successfully incorporated it into their daily routines. Level 3 measurements are
conducted at predetermined intervals (e.g., 3 months) and may be repeated
several times.
Level 4 evaluations (results) look at the impact of the training on the
organization. Has the training resulted in performance improvements that
saved money? Increased productivity? Reduced errors? These also can only be
measured after some time has elapsed. It is important to note that level 4
evaluations are never pure (Burrow and Bernardinelli 8). Both because of the
time interval between training and measurement and because of the global
organizational focus, other factors can impact these outcomes. At best, level 4
evaluations will yield only a likelihood about training’s impact on the corporate
bottom line (Alliger and Janak 333).
Writing Center Evaluation

That’s nice, you say, but how does it apply to writing centers?
Admittedly, Kirkpatrick’s model was intended for an industrial setting, but there
are many parallels between his idea of training and our tutor/consulting/
coaching training programs and our work with students. All aim to bring about
new skills and understanding and to change students’ and consultants’
behavior. This shared aspect is where Kirkpatrick’s work can have meaning for
us. It gives us a new tool to look at the effect that our writing center
conferences have on students’ writing and the effect training has on you as a
consultant.
The keys to using Kirkpatrick’s model lie in what to look for and when. Take, for
example, a training session given for writing center staff on a particular kind of
assignment. In such a session, participants are taught the important
characteristics of the assignment, perhaps what the common errors are, and
ways to address them with students. If you are the presenter, observe the
participants over the course of the session. Did they enjoy the training (level
1)? Second, do some role-playing as part of the activity. Did the participants
know what to do? Did they do it with minimal intervention on your part? (level
2). Observing their sessions with students later, after some time has passed,
can tell you whether they have incorporated the concepts into their sessions
with students (level 3).
Looking at the information we get back from students can also give us a
snapshot of our impact. Look at what students say in the evaluations they
complete at the end of their sessions. Do they report that the training was
helpful? Did they think you were helpful and knowledgeable? Once again, the
answers to these questions are level 1 evaluations. They will tell you how
students reacted to the writing session you had with them. Does your writing
center do any follow up with participants? If so, what do students report over
time about how writing center conferences have improved their writing? Did
their grades go up? Do they feel more confident about what to write? Do they
come back to your writing center? Answering yes to these questions indicates
that they have learned (level 2) and applied what they learned (level 3) in your
sessions with them. Once again, the more specific the information you can
gather, the more it will reveal about the strengths and weaknesses of your
work.
Level 3
The question of changed behavior is important (level 3). This is the objective of
writing centers–to change students’ writing behavior. As you work with a
student whom you have seen before, ask this question: what changed? Look at
the work, and take an internal measure of what you remember of the last
session/paper. Is this paper better organized? Does it have a stronger thesis?
Did technical errors decrease (e.g., fewer comma splices)? Once again, the
issue is whether that student incorporated his or her learning into that next
paper. Chat with the student about the writing process. Was this paper easier to
write? In what ways? Does this information relate to what you did in your
previous sessions? Those are level 3 evaluation indicators (behavior).
Even though Kirkpatrick’s model wasn’t intended to evaluate more subjective
dimensions like tone or voice, you can still apply the general theory to these
areas. Did the student writer incorporate the strategies or suggestions you
made? Did the tone improve as a result? Is it consistent from paper to paper?
The change in the student’s writing is the focus here.

Level 4
Level 4 (results) cannot be directly transplanted into an academic environment;
measures of profit and productivity don’t fit us. However, we can examine the
data we have in the light of Kirkpatrick’s model. Most writing centers keep track
of students and information about them. These can give us some results of our
work.
How many of your students return?
How many referrals have you had?
How many complaints?
In conclusion, Kirkpatrick's model can provide you with a tool to better
understand the impact of your time with students. Begin each session with a
clear idea of what you want to accomplish. Then look to see what evolves from
that. You should–
Focus on specific elements in each paper and session rather than general
ones.
Watch for these same indicators in later papers at later times (e.g., 3
months).
If your writing center doesn’t do this already, implement an exit survey
for students to complete after each consultation
Keep track of which students return, how often, and what they bring in.
Use these findings to tailor your future sessions with all students.
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Susan Mueller is coordinator of the Norton Writing Center at the St. Louis
College of Pharmacy.
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Beth Carroll
When I began collecting materials to teach my first writing center staff
education course, I realized just how tricky it would be to give new consultants
everything they would need to be prepared for the work of the writing center.
Although some of the available staff education manuals offer solid, practical
advice and although other texts give nice overviews of writing center theory, I
found myself doubting whether these guides would adequately cover the
necessary ground for new consultants.
I do not mean to suggest that these guides do not offer important and useful
information; the fact is, they do. Rather, the problem I sensed was the
disconnection between the guides and the more interesting research coming
out in the field: Nancy Grimm’s critique of our “good intentions” in helping
writers master academic discourses, Beth Boquet’s notion that the off-task
moments and the “noise” of our writing centers hold transformative potential,
and Nancy Welch’s argument that playfulness and creativity should be
cultivated in our sessions. Much of the recent work on writing centers suggests
that we should be questioning the assumptions we hold about the goals and
methods of writing center work, particularly the assumption that helping a
student produce a satisfactory text for a course is the ideal outcome of a
session. The problem with organizing a course around these compelling
theories, though, is the lack of attention to the practical matter of what these
postmodern sessions might actually look like. I was left unconvinced that either

the practical guides or the postmodern theories alone would work to prepare
new consultants. I knew I needed both. And something more.

I found in pragmatic philosophy a useful framework for bringing
together the practical with the theoretical.
As I faced the challenge of bringing together the highly theoretical calls issued
by current writing center research and the practical how-to of a session offered
by many of the staff training guides, I found in pragmatic philosophy a useful
framework for bringing together the practical with the theoretical. Pragmatism,
particularly the type offered in the theories of C.S. Peirce, William James, and
John Dewey, gives neither a formula nor a theory but a framework, a method
for putting theory into practice and a method for testing conclusions. I then
organized my course around a set of pragmatist principles from which to test
theories and practices by asking consultants to focus on outcomes; in short, I
asked them to reflect on their own experience, to hold in tension the theories
we read, the practices offered in the guides, and their analyses of what
happened in their writing center sessions.
A pragmatist orientation to writing center work focuses on several principles,
which I articulated early to the new consultants. We came back to them many
times through the course, looking for ways to apply them to our work in the
writing center and in their intellectual reflections on that work. I will explain
below some of the pragmatist principles I found most useful and give brief
examples of how I used -- and continue to use -- them in the course.
First, pragmatists argue that seemingly oppositional ideas are brought into a
non-oppositional relationship if we inquire into their underlying principles. For
example, in my staff education course we read several perspectives on
particular debates, such as the effectiveness of directive and non-directive
approaches to peer tutoring, not to discover which approach is “right” or “true,”
but rather to discover where they overlap and how context determines when
one approach might be more appropriate than the other. Using pragmatism, we
can also mediate the binary of theory and practice by refusing to separate the
two: according to Peirce, ideas are defined by their consequences. We need
only look to the effects of theories, and there we will find their value. In the
course, we read Grimm’s postmodern theories of writing center work, and we
ask ourselves what they might look like in practice, and we challenge ourselves
to imagine their usefulness. We read from practical guides, and we aim to
articulate the theories underlying the practices offered.

In writing center work, differences of identity, belief, and
behavior--of consultants and writers--often make huge
differences in outcomes of sessions.
Second, according to pragmatic philosophy, context determines the truth or
usefulness of any idea. Following Peirce and James, we ask ourselves what
differences make a difference. In writing center work, differences of identity,
belief, and behavior–of consultants and writers–often make huge differences in
outcomes of sessions. I ask the consultants to analyze their most successful
and unsuccessful sessions to see what kinds of differences might have
contributed to the outcomes.
Third, human experience should be the test of any conclusion: ideas are
defined by their consequences, which are known only through experience. As

James explains, we must be ready to let go of our beliefs the moment
experience is against them. Dewey points out that experience must be
articulated, then shared with a community, then revised as new experiences
and perspectives come to light. In a writing center course, this means providing
many opportunities for naming experience, discussing it with others in the
course, and rethinking conclusions based on new experiences and the
experiences of others.
Through teaching this course and reflecting on its usefulness (also a pragmatist
move), I have come to believe that new consultants need practical strategies in
order to imagine their work in a writing center. But what they also need is
knowledge of current theories that challenge, confirm, or extend some of the
more practical approaches, as well as a method for discovering what this
knowledge means to their work in the writing center. Pragmatism offers
consultants a framework--based on sensitivity to difference, context, and their
own experience--and a method for discovering for themselves their own
philosophies and approaches to their sessions. What pragmatism offers us also
is a framework for the course, a way to bring together a range of readings,
focus class discussions around our experiences, and test conclusions we draw
about the work of the writing center.
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Beth Carroll is assistant professor and director of the University Writing
Center at Appalachian State University. She is the author of a dissertation on
pragmatism and the teaching of writing, and she has recently begun
researching the rhetoric of family in deadhead culture. She lives in the
mountains of North Carolina with her partner and their two dogs and two cats.
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From the Editors: Praxis Focuses on Training
Spring 2004 / Columns

by the Praxis Editorial Board
Training, the theme of this issue of Praxis, is a tricky thing to pin down,
and that’s the way we like it.
When we started putting together this issue on consultant training, we wanted
to capture one of the most valuable training methods that we employ: those
chats we have with colleagues at the water cooler or–after especially
challenging consultations–the conversations we have while flopped on the old
yellow couch in the break room. Working with our contributors soon became for
us a kind of virtual water cooler chat–a dialogue with some of the most
dynamic colleagues in the writing center community. We’re pleased you’ve
joined us here too, as the authors in this issue ponder and challenge the
various ways we prepare to work with writers.
The Focus article examines new approaches to consultant training and the
changes in education, politics, and the business world that are spurring them
on. The Columns section continues the theme of innovation in training with a
trio of articles: Beth Carroll shows how she uses pragmatism in consultant
training, Sarah Mueller applies a corporate model for assessing training, and
Jay Sloan writes about preparing consultants to enter the “contact zone.” Chris
LeCluyse takes a step back from theorizing in order to grapple with the
implications of incorporating writing center theory in consultant training.
In the Training section, Dawn Reed and Jennifer Rimm present their
consultants’-eye-view of undergraduate training. Budzyn shares the journal she
kept during the IWCA-NCPTW Conference, and Rimm describes her experiences
in a consultant training course. Denise Stephenson presents a quiz with no right
answers that helps consultants find flexible strategies for consulting. And on the
electronic front, Beth Hewett raises the question “Is Online Consulting for Me?”
We also link you to some of the best training resources on the Web. And the
always fearsome Merciless Grammarian pronounces his ruling on the that/which
conundrum.
In Consulting, the consultant spotlight features Ilana Dvorin of Maine East
High School. The featured center introduces us to the midshipmen of the United
States Naval Academy Writing Center. And its director, Christopher Elliot Crane,
reflects on the challenges of training new undergraduate consultants who are
already absorbed in the busy life of the Academy.
The News section is, of course, abuzz with the latest from the IWCA-NCPTW
Conference in Hershey, Pennsylvania. Deanna Rogers gives us the conference
highlights, and Janet Swenson reports on Rebecca Moore Howard’s keynote
address. Of particular interest to graduate consultants is Shevaun Watson, Julie
Eckerle, and Karen Rowan’s article about the “IWCA Position Statement on
Graduate Student Writing Center Administration.” You can read about the new

IWCA Web site, and the post-Hershey debate over merging the IWCA and
NCPTW conferences again in 2005. Also, as Huston-Tillotson College opens a
new writing center, Katherine Oldmixon reflects on training an all-rookie staff.
And the Writing Center Initiatives feature looks at new projects coming out of
the Northeastern State University Writing Lab and the Utah Valley State College
Writing Center.
One note before you dive into the issue: although we all know what we mean
by the term training, when stretched too far, it tends to crumble. Like the words
training wheels and training bra, consultant training can connote inexperience
or immaturity that requires intermediate measures. To be sure, most beginning
consultants do need training in that sense. Even professors with plenty of
classroom teaching experience soon realize that working with writers one-onone requires a different approach–one that requires study and practice to
perfect. But what should we call the ongoing work that experienced consultants
do to keep their skills sharp? Professional development rings true for those of
us who will apply what we learn in the writing center to our future careers, but
to some the term sounds like the activities of people who aren’t yet
professional. And what the term consultant preparation makes up for in dignity,
it loses in vagueness. With all these limitations in mind, we’ve accepted training
as the theme for this issue. And we take heart in the idea (illustrated by this
very issue) that our community and the ways we learn to work with writers are
so diverse and rich that they can’t be reduced to one simple term.
Thank you to everyone who read the inaugural issue of Praxis (fall 2003) and
sent us kind words and suggestions. Please keep the comments coming at
praxis@uwc.fac.utexas.edu.
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Midshipmen begin basic training to work at the U.S. Naval Academy
Writing Center.
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The U.S. Naval Academy Writing Center staff: Assoc. Prof. Marlene Browne,
Midn Brant DeBoer, Midn Stephanie Hoffman, Lt. CB Davis, Midn Candice
Pedraza, Prof. Herb Gilliland, Midn Alex Emmert, Lt. Col. Kent Exbenshade,
Ms. Valerie Lester, Lt. Cmdr Christopher "Chip" Crane.
The Writing Center
U.S. Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland
Director: Lt. Commander Christopher “Chip” Crane
School size: 4300
Web site:
http://www.usna.edu/EnglishDept/Writing_Center_Intranet/wcenter.htm
Date opened: Fall 1984 (This is our 20th year!)
Sponsoring department: English Department
Number of consultations in 2002-2003: 1530
Square footage: 860
Along with several other buildings and departments, our Writing Center space was

flooded in Hurricane Isabel last September. We have been operating out of a
temporary office (the English Department photocopy and break room) since early
October as renovations were done and now as we await replacement furniture.
Tutorials have actually taken place either in faculty offices or in study areas nearby.
The above photo was taken in the regular Writing Center space, currently inhabited
by only a few tables and shelves. We look forward to regular business in midJanuary!
Philosophy:
The Naval Academy is a four-year undergraduate institution. All of our graduates
receive bachelor of science degrees (even the English and other humanities majors)
and receive commissions into the U.S. Navy or Marine Corps upon graduation. One
of the top training priorities at the Academy is the development of strong
communication skills, in which the Writing Center is seen as playing a significant
role.
Services offered:
Writing tutorials (consultations).
Short tutorial summaries provided by the tutor after each session and
emailed to the student, professor/instructor, and military leader (to help
show students’ interest in doing well).
Monthly writing workshops currently in academic writing and creative writing.
We are exploring expansion of these workshops to include a professional
writing series and a technical writing series.
Writing briefs/workshops to individual classes involving writing by request.
Assistance for campus faculty using writing in their courses.
Staff:
Primarily English Department faculty (military instructors and
tenured/tenure-track professors) who receive a course download for the
semester of tutoring.
Additional tutoring, primarily our evenings and online tutoring, provided by
hourly professional tutors with (or working on) advanced degrees. These
tutors are funded by the Academy’s Academic Center (separate from our
Writing Center) which offers tutoring in other subjects.
One or two recent Academy graduates (newly commissioned officers and
former English majors) awaiting their next assignments usually tutor with us
for much of the fall semester.
Several upperclass midshipmen (Academy students) volunteer as peer
tutors.
One full-time office administrative assistant who handles scheduling.
Clientele:
For our writing tutoring (consulting), our clientele is entirely comprised of
undergraduates. (We are a four-year undergraduate institution.)
Most come for help on writing assignments in core English, history, political
science, ethics, and leadership courses. We get a handful of students seeking
help on science papers and graduate school applications.
Annual Budget:
Primary tutoring staff: none (the English Department supports them through
course downloads, including Director’s salary).

Additional hourly staff: $7000/year (funded externally by the Academic
Center)
Supplies: none (supported by the English Department).
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Ilana Dvorin of Maine East High School steps into the spotlight.
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Ilana Dvorin
Name: Ilana Dvorin
Age: 17
Writing center: COACH Center at Maine East High School
Size of school: 2200
Year in school: Senior in high school
Number of years working in writing centers: This is my second year.
Job title: Tutor
Describe the work you do in the writing center: Students come to the
center for help with their writing. I edit papers and help students correct
grammatical mistakes. I also work with students to develop well-structured
papers. I help students organize their thoughts and connect ideas to their
theses.
Describe the training you’ve participated in: After a lengthy training
session, I was certified by the National Tutoring Association. Additionally, I have
been trained by the COACH Center each semester.
How do you normally start a consultation? I begin by introducing myself
and finding out more about the student I am tutoring. I make sure the student
has his materials, and I ask what the student is looking to accomplish. I also
find out more about the assignment and the class that he needs help with.
Describe your consulting style: I try to be informal to make the student feel

comfortable.
My favorite kind of consultation is . . . when a student leaves feeling more
confident about his work.
My greatest strength as a consultant is . . . my patience. I like to spend as
much time as possible with a student.
My greatest weakness is . . . that I tend to want to do the work for the
student.
What I like about working in a writing center is . . . that I get to further
my interest in English education.
What I don’t like is . . . when a student does not come prepared.
My most challenging consultation was . . . with a student who did not
speak English well. It complicated the session.
What advice would you give to beginning consultants? New consultants
must remember to remain patient and be respectful of the students.
Furthermore, remember that each student has different strengths and
weaknesses; each tutoring session is independent from the previous one.
What kind of writing do you do? I enjoy writing short stories and poetry. I
am editor of my school paper and enjoy journalism.
How has working in a writing center affected the way you write? I am
now more cautious about details. I proofread my work more often, too.
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by Beth L. Hewett
Is online consulting for me? Advice for consultants facing this question.
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Beth L. Hewett
So your writing center is going online? You’ve learned how to help many
student writers in a traditional face-to-face situation–but how do you prepare
for helping writers who meet with you in online tutoring sessions?
With the kinds of changes that technology brings to writing instruction, writing
center consultants have good cause to wonder how technology will affect your
work with student writers. Talking with writers can change when tutoring
becomes asynchronous[1] or synchronous[2]. Some factors essential to strong
tutoring don’t change, of course: good online writing instruction still includes
sensitivity to the writer and attention to the details of audience, purpose, idea
development, arrangement, and clarity.
In this article, I’ll explore one of the first elements of preparing for online
tutoring: deciding whether it’s for you.
Deciding Whether to Consult Online
Because writing center directors[3] often rely on volunteers to staff their online
tutoring, reflecting on whether you are a good candidate could be helpful. The
recommendations below can help prospective online consultants to consider
your own strengths regarding online tutoring.
Attitudes About Using Technology
1. Are you comfortable using computer technology for your own writing? Online
tutoring consultants who use Internet-based technology and word processing
programs to write their own documents may find themselves better able to

recognize student writing problems that are related to technology. For example,
when reading an essay on screen, the consultant who understands how
grammar and spell checkers work can recognize when the student may have
selected the first suggested spelling for a misspelled word even when that
spelling still doesn’t yield the desired word or meaning. Beyond simply being
familiar with technology, however, a computer-savvy online consultant will
understand that a global writing problem like ineffective idea arrangement can
be addressed successfully by suggesting that the student writer read and
rearrange ideas on hard copy and then “cut” and “paste” text using the word
processor.
2. Do you have confidence in your ability to work through a technological
problem for yourself (on the consultant’s end of the communication) and for the
writer (on the student’s end)? Technology fails us at times. We all know that.
But being confident enough to troubleshoot problems in online situations–where
you’ve lost body language and facial cues–can be especially challenging. For
example, what do you do if you “lose” an essay that you’ve been tutoring for
the past thirty minutes? (Check to see whether your software can recover it; if
not, you’ll remember in the future to save the essay as a new document [“save
as”] and to re-save frequently.) What do you do if you are talking with a
student through an instant message chat and the student suddenly goes away?
(Save the unfinished chat as a document, add final teaching points, and email
the tutorial to the student with a reassuring note that invites him/her back to
your tutoring center soon.)
3. If you lack confidence at this point of self-selection, are you willing to be a
bit uncomfortable while you climb the technological learning curve? When it
comes to online technology, attitude probably is most important. Everyone has
technology problems now and then. Both novice and experienced consultants
experience them. In fact, your student writers may at times have more
confidence and ability than you. That’s okay. The best candidates for online
tutoring will accept these feelings as natural parts of learning to tutor in a new
environment. More quickly than you may imagine, you’ll become both confident
and comfortable in the online environment, but only if you allow yourself time
to climb the learning curve.
Attitudes About the Value of Tutoring with Technology
1. Are you skeptical about how well students learn when they are tutored
online? Skepticism is a healthy attitude to have about tutoring in a relatively
new teaching and learning environment. After all, people have been teaching in
“traditional” ways for many years. You may even have done most of your own
learning in such traditional environments. So, a skeptical mind that reflects
frequently on the values and benefits of online writing instruction may help you
to be a better online consultant overall.
2. If you are skeptical, do you think that online tutoring is an inferior way to
help student writers? Here’s where the rubber meets the road–skepticism =
doubt (not certainty). So a strong candidate for online tutoring will accept that
(a) if it is possible that online tutoring may not help student writers, (b) it is
equally possible that online tutoring does help writers, albeit in ways that may
be unexpected and entirely different from other contexts. Admittedly, the jury
isn’t quite in on the question of the efficacy of online writing tutoring. As a
start, recent research[4] does suggest that writing students do pay attention to
what they learn in online teaching situations. A willingness to believe in that

possibility may make you a stronger candidate for online tutoring–a consultant
who is willing to meet the student’s writing with an engaged and open mindset.
3. Or, are you open to possibilities for teaching students online that may not
exist in your face-to-face writing center? If you’ve experienced that something
positive might happen for the student writer in an online tutoring session, then
you’re on your way toward making that positive action occur. In a face-to-face
tutoring scenario, the consultant, writer, and actual text form a triangle of
opportunity for writing development. In the online session, the consultant,
writer, and text still are the key players in the session–it is only the
communicative channel that is mediated by the computer and/or web-based
environment. Understandably, this relationship is oversimplified. But, the
willingness to believe that you can meet the student online–asynchronously or
synchronously–at the point of need is key to both student and consultant
engagement. Ultimately, this willingness is key to successful online tutoring.
Each of the points above involves some level of self-understanding. The most
successful and satisfied online consultants have made some choices about their
attitudes regarding technology and about the potential of technology to
mediate, or assist, learning. There are other considerations, of course, in
determining whether you’d be a good candidate to tutor online, but this set of
attitudes can help you forecast the extent to which you may experience success
and satisfaction in the online environment.
Notes

[1] Asynchronous instruction also is known as “non-real time,” as with email or
Internet-based submission of essays for feedback.
[2] Synchronous instruction also is known as “real-time” talk, as with a virtual
whiteboard or instant chat program.
[3] Writing center directors use various methods for selecting their online
consultants. The following information can give you, as a consultant, a sense of
how your director might be making his or her decisions:
[4] Using a sample of more than 60 students, the author currently is engaged
in empirical research into the efficacy and qualities of individualized online
writing instruction (OWI), studying how asynchronous and synchronous online
writing conferences influence student revision. This research-in-progress
considers, among other concerns, the issue of using written questions intended
to prompt writers to think differently as opposed to written questions that may
function more fully as directives. Further, it considers the extent to which and
ways in which student writers use what they learn in online tutorials. Based on
the initial analysis of the student revisions, students did use the advice they
received from online instructors to develop their writing in ways that
strengthened and clarified their voices and meanings. The study currently is
addressing more specifically how students used such advice. (Hewett, Beth L.
“Whether and How Students Use Online Writing Instruction to Develop and
Revise Their Writing.” Unpublished manuscript. [2003])
Methods of Selection
- Required (pre-selected): Sometimes a writing center director who is

beginning online tutoring hires someone specifically for the online
position; other times, the director asks that all consultants be prepared
to tutor online. In such cases, the choice of whether to tutor online may
be a non-negotiable part of the job.
- Trial (mutual learning period): Perhaps more often, the writing center
director engages in a period where both s/he and the consultants
consider themselves to be mutual learners in the online environment. In
such cases, the director may tutor, work from that experience to develop
consultants’ skills, and coach them as strengths and weaknesses
emerge. This strategy then may suggest which consultants are best
suited to tutor online for particular writing center clientele.
- Volunteer (self-selected): Most often, consultants will be given the
opportunity to self-select for online tutoring–perhaps after an orientation
workshop or through a scheduling preference request. Self-selection
works well when there are enough consultants to staff the online center’s
offered hours. Just as important, self-selection works best when the
volunteers have a good idea of whether they are strong candidates for
successful online tutoring.
____________________

Beth L. Hewett has taught for the Pennsylvania State University, developed and
directed the Online Writing Program at SMARTHINKING, Inc, and directed the
writing program and writing center for the Community College of Baltimore
County. She is co-authoring a book about processes and principles for orienting
writing instructors to online contexts with Christa Ehmann, vice president of
education at SMARTHINKING, Inc. Dr. Hewett co-edits the CoverWeb section of
Kairos: A Journal of Rhetoric, Technology, and Pedagogy.
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It was my first day as a tutor, and I couldn’t find the door. I had never before
visited the Writing Center, tucked away on the second story of Georgetown
University’s main library, and I was too embarrassed to ask for directions. As I
made my way around the floor, trying not to look lost in case I encountered the
coordinator, I had to ask myself, if I couldn’t even find the door, was I really
prepared to do the work of a tutor?
I located the Center after a few minutes of hunting; my feelings of
disorientation, however, did not vanish so quickly. At Georgetown, we don’t
undergo a formal training process prior to tutoring. Rather, ours is a sink-orswim approach. Like me, most undergraduates who apply to become tutors
arrive with no previous experience. Tutors are introduced to the policies of the
Center in one whirlwind presentation at the beginning of the semester. A few
days later, we are thrown in, knowing just enough about the process to feel a
little lost and unsure of ourselves.
All tutors enroll in a three-credit seminar during the fall semester; but for the
first few weeks, most of our learning occurs outside of the classroom. Working
in the Center, we discovered through trial and error how best to negotiate with
writers and to avoid the pitfalls of a session. For me, the facilitative approach
came most naturally; feeling unprepared, I tended to ask my clients a lot of
questions. Still, I often feared I was posing the wrong type of questions or that
I wasn’t contributing enough. After my sessions, I would solicit feedback from
fellow tutors–How did I do? Was I helpful? What would you have done?
This kind of collaborative reflection carries over into our classroom. We often
jokingly liken our seminar to a therapy session. Each week, half the meeting is
spent sharing problems we come across in one-on-one tutoring. Our
discussions offer a chance both to address questions that arise as we learn on
the job and to share strategies for dealing with tricky situations. While no
formal training occurs, hearing the voices of my peers has not only reassured
me that I am not alone in my concerns, it has also furnished me with ideas and
techniques that I could have never come up with on my own.
The other portion of our seminar is devoted to readings drawn from
contemporary research in composition studies. These focus attention away from
our goal of helping clients improve particular papers and toward our goal of
developing their skills as writers over the long-term. In keeping with
Georgetown’s “learn by doing” philosophy, we look for ways to translate
theories of teaching writing into our tutoring practice. In addition, every tutor is
required to document his or her writing process over the course of a paper. By
contemplating our own method, we become sensitive to different approaches to
writing and the need to be responsive to these in our dialogues with clients.
While at the onset the sink-or-swim approach to tutor training left me feeling

like a lead weight headed straight for the bottom, I have begun to appreciate
the circuitous route by which I have arrived at an understanding of my work as
a tutor. Certainly, it allowed for confusion, doubt, and some bad advice in the
beginning; but as I started to shape a tutoring style informed by practice and
reflection, I realized that learning by doing opens the tutoring process to
experimentation and to the development of individual styles that a more
rigorous training method might otherwise shut out. Not having all the answer
can still be frustrating at times, but if it means enjoying more possibilities, I can
live with it.
TAGLINE
Jennifer Rimm is a writing tutor at Georgetown University and a senior English
major.
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The warm glow of a computer screen can never replace face-to-face training
courses, workshops, or advice from colleagues. But electronic training
resources can be engaging supplements; they give us perspectives from
outside the walls of our own centers, and they let us move at our own pace
through training activities. Below are some of the best writing consultant
training sites on the Web, along with a sampling of electronic training tools
some centers have designed for in-house use. Enjoy.
SUBHEAD
Manuals and Journals
BODYCOPY
Composition Center Tutor Training
Dartmouth College presents a host of training materials designed for its tutors,
including advice from tutors, two role-playing videos, suggestions for handling
various writing concerns, and tips for tutoring online.
Tutor.edu
Appalachian College Association wrote this manual for its writing consultants.
It’s chock full of advice on a broad range of topics, including the student/tutor
relationship, the clueless student, research strategies, and writing center ethics.
Dangling Modifier
Penn State University and the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing
bring you this newsletter for writing consultants. It includes the Tutor Guru,
book reviews, reports on conferences, and other articles of interest to writing
consultants.
Writing Lab Newsletter Back Issues
Here you’ll find the Purdue University Online Writing Lab’s Writing Lab
Newsletters from 1977 to 1996. The Newsletter publishes pieces aimed at
consultants and administrators. The articles posted may be dated, but they’re
still enlightening.
SUBHEAD
Videos
BODYCOPY
Training Topoi
The University of Texas at Austin Undergraduate Writing Center posts
videotapes of all its training workshops, called Topoi, online. The videos are
password protected for viewing by their staff only; however, so other centers
can see what they’re up to, they have made four available here: African
American English, working with writers who are disabled, keeping writers
engaged, and time management.

Training for Tough Tutorials
The University of Richmond offers a suite of videos of people role-playing
challenging consultation situations. Organized by topic, Tough Tutorials videos
tackle situations such as working with non-traditional students, ESL writers,
and reluctant revisers.
SUBHEAD
Blogs and Listservs
BODYCOPY
PeerCentered
A well-designed blog for writing center consultants, PeerCentered is sadly
underused. It could be the site for a fantastic dialogue; let’s take advantage of
it.
WCenter
WCenter is a cordial, supportive writing center listserv, populated mostly by
administrators who care about the views of consultants. Don’t be shy about
joining this lively online conversation.
TAGLINE
Sue Mendelsohn is a writing consultant at the University of Texas at Austin
Undergraduate Writing Center. She is a graduate student in English and the comanaging editor of Praxis.
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The notion that writing is a constantly negotiated activity with no clear-cut right
or wrong answers may be a clichÃ© among writing center professionals, but
among undergraduate tutors, especially newly hired ones, it can be an
earthshaking realization.
When I began tutoring I focused too much on correctness and giving the "right"
advice; I was overwhelmed by all that I didn't know. I lacked an appreciation
for the complex juncture of tutoring and writing; what I needed was a new
vision of the tutor's role, a paradigm shift, if you will.
Over the years I've developed an exercise which introduces that shift in
perspective. It can't replace the lessons of experience, but it can alert new
tutors to the ways in which their thinking will likely change. The exercise is a
quiz of sorts, a combination of multiple choice and true/false questions; but
unlike most such tests, this quiz has no right or wrong answers. It is neither
collected nor graded. Instead, it's a heuristic to prompt thinking. I have found it
particularly effective in introducing new tutors to the ambiguous issues involved
in tutoring writing. Though it takes only a few minutes of class time or
orientation, it generates discussion that permeates the writing center all year
long. While the quiz is just a beginning, it's a quick start, which is vital in a
center that educates tutors simultaneously with their first quarter or semester
of work.
The quiz was designed as a way to elicit critical thinking about many of the
central tenets of tutoring writing: collaboration, maintaining student ownership
of texts, communication, listening, questioning, and so on. The quiz also
prompts discussion of how to put these issues into practice. In the discussion
following the quiz, new tutors are encouraged to qualify their answers, to
explain why or when or how their answers apply.
To demonstrate how the quiz illuminates the issues tutors face every day, take
for example the question on responding to a student's paper:
When responding to a student’s paper, I might want to offer the following
feedback:
A. something positive, like “The intro is catchy.”
B. general statements about what’s wrong, like “It’s not very good.”
C. specific problems I encountered, like my confusion about a point.
D. every comma error I see, like “There and there and there.”
E. patterns of grammar problems, like shifting tenses.
New tutors are likely to circle any and all answers. They may even add caveats
to some of the answers. In discussion following the quiz, this particular
question introduces three issues: (1) the importance of being specific in our
conversations with students, (2) why we work on higher order concerns before
lower order ones, and (3) how we deal with grammar and mechanical

problems. Sometimes this question leads to discussion of tutor attitudes;
sometimes it leads to questions about why pointing out strengths in papers
does more than pat students on the back. Of the list of possible responses (AE), I steer tutors away from B and D in their limited written forms, explaining
why generalized value judgments are problematic and how pointing out every
error may improve a paper but will not help less experienced writers develop.
The quiz, then, serves as a spring board from which to dive into the waters of
student texts and our responses to them. It allows new tutors to venture
answers without much risk because, while some answers may be better than
others, there remains a wide range of possibility. Rather than grading these
quizzes, we use them in small discussion groups facilitated by experienced
tutors. These discussions introduce new tutors to the notion that while there
may be guiding principles, there are no simple answers.
Of course, that's one of the things I love about writing center work–it is ever
changing. I want a staff who think on their feet, who reflect critically on their
own practice, and who recognize that what may work with one student may not
work with the next. The quiz gives them a chance to begin thinking complexly
about tutoring writing, while giving us an opportunity to explore how
differences matter. For example, discussion of question one clarifies why we
usually avoid writing on student papers yet allows me to elaborate on an
exception for students with learning disabilities who might need the tutors to
write on their papers.
The quiz, then, provides a rich context for discussion and helps new tutors
realize that in the writing center "right" and "wrong" are not the issue. Rather,
reading each situation, much as we read each text, is the key to being a writing
tutor.
Tagline: Denise Stephenson is the faculty director of the University Writing
Center at Cal State Los Angeles.
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Drawing by Nathan Baran
O Merciless One,
I’ve been told that I’m supposed to keep that and which separate. I’m supposed
to use that only to specify things (“Where’s the pen that I lent you?”) and which
only to add additional information (“The pen, which I bought last week, has run
dry”). Can you please help me keep them straight?
Nonessentially yours,
Hecuba Quisling
Dear Hecuba,
You seem to be having considerable problems with pens. Should you acquire
one, kindly poke it into the yielding midbelly of whoever told you such blasted
nonsense. Even I, who have publicly shamed those careless enough to use lay
intransitively, must admit that the two words are often used for the same
purpose.
Clauses that specify a particular thing, called essential or restrictive clauses,
can be introduced with either that or which, viz.
The nefarious apparatus that I pawned last Tuesday was an
heirloom.
or
The nefarious apparatus which I pawned last Tuesday was an
heirloom.

(As opposed to the many other nefarious apparatus in my
collection, some of which are not heirlooms–and yes the plural is
apparatus!)
One’s preference for one or the other is entirely stylistic, pace Strunk and
White’s The Elements of Style. My much-abused copy of Webster’s Dictionary of
English affirms this point and accuses Strunk and White of “which-hunting.” You
may choose whichever
sounds best to you, to avoid an infestation of that’s, for example.
Clauses that simply add additional information, called nonrestrictive or
nonessential clauses (cleverly quipped in the close of your letter), are
introduced with which:
The poisoned barb, which happened to be my last, missed its
mark.
Informal speech and the historical record contain numerous instances of the
two words used completely interchangeably, however.
In awesome majesty,
The Merciless One
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Praxis: A Writing Center Journal is a biannual electronic publication sponsored
by the University of Texas Undergraduate Writing Center, a component of
the Division of Rhetoric and Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. It is a
forum for writing center practitioners everywhere.
We welcome articles from writing center consultants and administrators related
to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and writing center news,
initiatives, and scholarship. For information about submitting an article or
suggesting an idea, please refer to our submissions page.
Permission for electronic dissemination of Praxis is granted. Reproduction in
hardcopy/print format for educational purposes or by non-profit organizations
such as libraries and schools is permitted. For all other uses of Praxis, prior
advance written notice is required. Send inquiries to
praxis@uwc.fac.utexas.edu.
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Chris LeCluyse considers how we can balance training in writing center theory
and practice without leaving our values at the door.
How Are We Doing? A Corporate Strategy For Finding Out
by Susan Mueller
A corporate assessment model offers a fresh approach to evaluating consultant
training programs and consultations themselves.
A Pragmatist Approach to Writing Center Staff Education
by Beth Carroll
Pragmatist philosophy puts writing center theory into action.
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Training, the theme of this issue of Praxis, is a tricky thing to pin down, and
that’s the way we like it.
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